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SASY scholarship in partnership with the Goodman Center

Using money available in the SASY neighborhood association’s regular budget, SASYNA would contribute to the Goodman Center College fund to assist area youth in attending post-high school education programs. SASYNA would partner with the Goodman Center to administer the fund, ensure that administration and tax rules are followed and that scholarships were delivered correctly.

Who Benefits?

The intention of the Scholarship Fund would be to assist high school seniors with limited economic means and the desire to continue education beyond high school. SASYNA, in cooperation with the Goodman Center, would provide a mechanism to identify and select children who would benefit from economic assistance.

When would the program start?

SASYNA would commit $500.00 from its current budget to being the program with the first scholarships to be awarded before the summer of 2014.

Is there an ongoing commitment from SASYNA?

SASYNA would intend to continue to contribute to the scholarship fund in the future from the proceeds of routine fund-raising done by the neighborhood association with a minimum contribution of $500 from the SASYNA regular budget to the scholarship fund each year.